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Abstract. Recently, there has been a growing interest in Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). Ad hoc
network becomes popular since it can provide useful personal communication in certain applications such as
battlefield, academic, and business without any support where no fixed infrastructure exists. All mobile
nodes communicate with each other direct or through intermediate node using any routing protocol. This
paper has focused mainly on Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol regarding route cache. The route
cache is used in DSR protocol to store all the routes are learned from the source node and to avoid
unnecessary route discovery process. With high mobility environment and high load network traffic stale
routes will be generated. These stale routes can mainly affect the performance of DSR protocol which cause
long delay, increase the packet loss, increase the overhead, and decrease the performance of TCP protocol.
Thus efficient update mechanism required in the cache of DSR protocol. This paper will review different
strategies of the route cache and the drawbacks of the pervious mechanism for updating the routes in the
cache of DSR protocol.
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1. Introduction
Mobile ad hoc network is collections of wireless nodes that can allow people and devices to
communicate with each other without help of an existing infrastructure, e.g., disaster recovery environments
[1]. A MANET is self configuring and self-organize into arbitrary and temporary, mobile node can be work
as router or host. MANET day after day gets new applications ranging from military applications for
connecting soldiers in battlefields and social or business application such as Public and Personal Area
Networks, other applications are recently under development will also gain from mobile ad hoc network
advantages such as telemedicine, weather conditions report, and disaster environment such as in seism. All
the examples above of use predict for some envisioned mobile ad hoc network to increase in range to reach
the threshold of thousands of nodes per system (commercial or military). One of the most challenges in
mobile ad hoc network is routing protocols. The primary goal of routing protocols is to find the path between
the source and destination and deliver the data packets in timely manner. In ad hoc networks, high mobility,
limited computing capability, and low bandwidth characteristics of mobile nodes make routing data is one of
the most difficult issues.
There are two categories of routing protocols in mobile ad hoc network have been proposed. First, ondemand (or reactive) protocols such as (DSR [2], AODV [3], and TORA [4]), in which node establish the
route before sending packets; on other hand node will maintain a route only when it’s needed. Second,
periodic (or proactive) protocols such as DSDV[5], in which the nodes will periodically exchange the routing
information and periodically exchange routing information and try always to know the current route to the
destination. In general, reactive protocols have been shown outperform those based on periodic mechanisms
due to their reduced overhead and ability to react quickly as route changes [6-9], which is motivated us to
carry out and investigate more on demand protocols.
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2. Dynamic Source Routing
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is a reactive and simple protocol developed at Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU) by Johnson et al. in 1996 [10]. The key characteristic of DSR is based on the concept of
source routing. The advantages of using source routing concept in DSR protocol, first is to provide flexibility,
simplicity, and correctness of DSR protocol. Second, is to allow the packet routing to be trivially loop-free
and to avoid the need for updating routing information in the intermediate nodes, through which packets are
forwarded as stated in [11]. The DSR protocol is composed of two main mechanisms that work together to
allow the discovery and maintenance of source routes in the ad hoc network. All aspects of protocol operate
entirely on demand allowing routing packet overhead of DSR to scale up automatically.
Route Discovery: When a source node S wants to send a packet to the destination node D, it obtains a
route to D. This is called Route Discovery. Route Discovery is used only when S attempts to send a packet to
D and has no information on a route to D. Route Maintenance: When there is a change in the network
topology, the existing routes can no longer be used. In such a scenario, the source S can use an alternative
route to the destination D, if it knows one, or invoke Route Discovery. This is called Route Maintenance

3. Route Cache in DSR Protocol
Route cache strategy in DSR protocol was proposed by Johnson et al. in 1998 [12]. It is used to store the
routes that have learned from the source node and to avoid unnecessary route discovery operation each time
a data packet is to be transmitted. Because that reinitiating of a route discovery mechanism in on demand
routing protocols is very costly in term of delay, battery power, and bandwidth consumption due to flooding
of the network, which can cause long delay before the first data packet sent. The performance of DSR
protocol mainly depends on an efficient implementation of route cache as stated in [13-15].
The first study of effect the route cache in the performance of DSR protocol was stated in Maltz et al.
[12]. From their observation, the majority of Route Replies (REPP) packets are based on route cache, and
only 59 percent of (REPP) packets carry correct routes. In addition, they have also discovered that even
(REPP) packets from the destination are not 100 percent correct, since routes may break down while (REPP)
packet sent back to the source node. Thus, efficient route maintenance is important for all reactive protocols
with route cache. A route caching is the major approach to decrease the flooding of the network by avoiding
route discovery operation as much as possible. Thus, route cache is a vital component in DSR protocol. As
examined by [14, 16-21], the current route cache in DSR protocol does not have any mechanism to update
the routing information in the route cache to distinguish the fresh routes from stale routes. However, if there
is a mechanism that can expire the routes or determine the freshness of routes in the route cache, it will
improve the DSR performance significantly. Specially, with high mobility environments and high load
network traffic, a route cache may contain stale routes that can affect the performance of DSR protocol. The
stale routes in the route cache of DSR protocol can have several adverse effects such as packet loss, long
delay, increase the routing overhead during generation of RERR packet, and decrease the performance of
TCP protocol as stated in [12]. According to Hu and Johnson [13] route cache can be divided into three
different strategies as shows in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: Route Cache Strategies
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3.1. Cache Structure
Cache structure is very important for developing a route cache strategy in DSR protocol as stated in [15,
22]. In the cache structure, there are two kinds of caches are used. First, a path cache which represents a
complete path (a sequence of links), that caches the routes separately. Second, a link cache that represents
when a node caches each link individually, adding it to a graph of links.
In case of the path cache structure when the source node A adds a new route A-B-F-G-H to its cache, it
has to add the whole path as independent entry in its cache. While in case of the link cache when the source
node A adds a new route A-B-F-G-H to its cache, it has to add the link B-F only, since rest of the links
already exist in its cache.
However, in path cache, it does not effectively utilize all of the potential information that a node learns
about the state of the network and there is no sharing in the data structure even when two paths share a
number of common links as stated in [13, 21]. While in link cache, it has a conventional graph data structure,
in which, all the links are learned from different route discoveries or from the header of any overhead
packets can be combined together to form a new routes in the route cache of the network. Therefore, this is
not possible in path cache due to the separation of each individual path in the cache. In addition, several
studies have been shown that link cache outperforms path cache when the network load is high as examined
by [15, 20, 21-23]. Because of the link cache can delete only a broken link when the link causes a path to
break. While in path cache whole the route which link failure occurred will be deleted

3.2. Cache Capacity
According to Hu and Johnson [13] cache capacity is also important cache for choice in designing a cache
strategy for DSR protocol. For link cache, it can store all the links that are discovered in the cache, since
there is fixed maximum N x N links that may exist in an ad hoc network with N nodes; these stored routes
require less storage space. While in the path cache, the maximum storage space is required much larger,
since a path is stored separately.
Cache capacity can be divided into two halves: first half-called “Primary Cache”, which represents paths
that have used by the current node. Second, half-called “Secondary Cache”, which represents paths that have
not yet used. When the source node attempts to add new path that have learned and not yet been used into the
cache, old paths in the secondary cache are removed due to limitation of the cache capacity in the network.
While with primary cache, old paths are removed more actively due to the operation of route maintenance.

3.3. Cache Timeout
Cache timeout policy is required to be implemented in link cache due to time varying topology of the ad
hoc network caused by node’s mobility that can cause stale routes in the cache over period of time as stated
in [13, 19, 24-26]. Deriving proper cache timeout policy is important role for ensuring cache freshness.
Cache timeout policy in link cache gives a timeout that may be static or adaptive to remove the stale routes
from the cache. Stale routes is a big issue in link cache structure, where individual links are combined
together to find out best path between source and destination. However, cache timeout policy is not possible
to setup timeout in path cache structure due to the limitation capacity of the storage space.
According to Hu and Johnson [13] there are two kinds of cache timeout are used: static timeout approach
and adaptive timeout approach. Static timeout is assigned the same timeout value for every link cache entry;
each link is removed from its cache after specific value of time has elapsed since the link was added to the
cache. In contrast, adaptive timeout is assigned a timeout value based on the stability of the link endpoints.
The timeout can be calculated based on the elapsed time since the link was last used and the last time the link
was observed

4. Related Work
Several studies have been proposed for updating routes in DSR protocol and remove the stale routes as
proposed by [14-15, 18-20, 26].
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Marina and Das [14] addressed three main problems with current route cache in DSR protocol:
Incomplete Error Notification, No Expiry, and Quick Pollution. Based on these problems they have
developed three mechanisms namely Wider Error Notification, Timer- Based Cache, and Negative Cache.
Wider Error Notification is based on the fast and wide propagation of Route Error (RERR) packet to increase
the speed and the size of (RERR) packet, route error propagation packets are transmitted as broadcast
packets at the MAC layer. When a node receives a (RERR) packet that containing link failure information, a
node updates its route cache so that all source routes the contained link failure are truncated at the point of
failure. There are two drawbacks of using this mechanism, first, a node that detects link failure does not
know which neighbors have cached the link and cannot notify all nodes that need to be notified. Second, this
mechanism is based on broadcast technique, which can introduce overhead to the node that does not cache a
broken link, and some of the nodes cached a broken link but might not receive a notification because
broadcast in unreliable. In addition, these three mechanisms were considered static timeout scheme in which
a fixed time value assigned same value to every link. After a link stays for specific time, it is deleted from
the link cache. However, the weakness of static timeout scheme that it cannot adapt to the network changes
rapidly in the topology of the network.
Lou and Fang [15] proposed Adaptive Link Cache Scheme to remove the stale routes in the cache of
DSR protocol and compare it with path cache structure. Adaptive Link Cache Scheme is a combination of
link cache and adaptive timeout policy. The main concern of using Adaptive Link Cache Scheme is to track
the optimal link lifetime with different node mobility levels situations. Through their results, it shows that
with high load traffic network, Adaptive Link Cache mechanism outperforms the path cache and the stale
routes are removed from the cache. This mechanism uses heuristics with ad hoc parameters to predict the
lifetime of a link. However, heuristics cannot accurately estimate timeout of the link because topology
changes are unpredictable.
Xin Yu [18] proposed Distributed Adaptive Cache Update Algorithm. The main goal of this algorithm is
to update the route cache of DSR protocol by using proactive cache update instead of adaptive timeout
mechanism in link cache structure to remove the stale routes in the cache and to collect the extra information
about how the routing information distributed through the network. In the Distributed Adaptive Cache
Update Algorithm, four fields where added to the path cache structure in each node, for each route a node
maintains the information about these four fields. First and second fields represent the source and the
destination node for current route. Third field represents the number of data packets that delivered to the
destination node by using current route to know how the routing information is synchronized among all the
nodes on the route. Finally, the field “Routing Table” that represents each node maintains the routing
information about which neighbor has learned for this route. However, Distributed Adaptive Cache Update
Algorithm is based on the path cache, which cannot effectively utilize all of the routing information that a
node learns about the state of the network. In addition, cache timeout is not used, but in some cases, mobile
nodes can be unreachable and they do not remove the stale route from their caches.
Y. Raghavendra et al. [19] proposed approach called “Active Packet” to solve the stale route in the route
cache of DSR protocol. This approach based is on the link cache structure, which an active packet roams
around the network, and collects the routing information that has obtained by network topology. This
approach has two phases: first phase is updating the route cache and second phase is gathering all the
information about the network by checking the payload of Active Packet. With Active Packet, it can update
the routing information in the cache and it is possible to add a new route to the cache. Active Packet is
generated frequently by choose randomly from the nodes. However, it is not described how the node can be
selected and how it is guaranteed that only one node generates active packet in a specific time. Therefore,
this approach increases the overhead significantly without any benefit, which leads to decrease the
performance of DSR protocol.
J. Chen et al. [20] proposed Tiding Active Packets (TAP) mechanism to improve the Active Packet
Method in [19]. TAP is composed of the Active Packets and Route Error (RERR) flooding to update the stale
routes in the cache of DSR protocol. As stated in [20], Tiding Active Packets has three phases: first phase is
the Topology Collection, in which, Active Packet makes two visits to all the nodes. In the first visit, Active
Packet travels to each node to collect the information of the neighbor nodes. After finished the information
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collection by Active Packet, its starts the second visit, through which, all the nodes get all the topology
information from Active Packet and use this information in the route discovery process. Second phase is the
Path Calculation that represents a node that calculates its path from the source to the destination before it
needs to forward a data packet. Third phase is the Topology Maintenance, in which a node has responsibility
to ensure the transmission of data packet successfully to the next hop by using a local data cache. Tiding
Active Packets mechanism have tested with low mobility 0 m/s to 1 m/s only, and low load traffic network.
However, with high mobility environments and high load network traffic, a route cache may contain stale
routes that can affect the performance of DSR protocol.
Hu and D. Johnson [22] proposed Epoch Number mechanism to avoid the stale routes in the cache of
DSR protocol. Epoch Number mechanism prevents a node from relaying on stale link after heard that the
link is broken. Epoch Number mechanism allows the node to hear both of link broken and route discovery on
the same link to sequence two events to find out which event can be occurred before others and it is not
based on any ad hoc mechanisms such as short-lived negative cache mechanism. By using Epoch Number
mechanism, the invalid information in the route cache is reduced in order to have enough information to
make sure that new link correct and sequence with link discovery and link breakage information. However,
the authors did not address how is to quickly remove the stale routes from the route cache and relaying stale
link is only one aspect of the cache staleness issue.

5. Conclusion
The main use of route cache in DSR protocol is to avoid unnecessary route discovery process during the
broadcasting of the route request packet. In this paper, we have presented the different strategies of the route
cache in DSR protocol and the drawbacks of the previous mechanisms for updating the routes in the cache of
DSR protocol. With high mobility situations and high load traffic network stale routes will be generated in
the route cache which is big issue in DSR protocol. These stale routes can cause increase packet loss, long
delay and reduce the efficiency of the performance of DSR protocol. Therefore efficient mechanism for
updating the routes in the cache of DSR protocol is needed.
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